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Share this page.Heretofore, various straps and the like have been fabricated from thread or woven cord with various configurations to be fitted to a portion of a person's anatomy. It is to the purpose of the invention
to provide an improved strap construction having a unique construction as well as a new and improved embodiment incorporating the use of a strap formed of a single rectangular woven cord or cord of a single color
having a plurality of sections of a greater number of color threads thereon in a slanted relationship in order that when a portion of a person's anatomy or even the portion of a person's anatomy adjacent the strap is
palmed, the strap will have a greater frictional characteristic. The invention provides a strap construction having a novel construction and an improved embodiment with a unique slanted arrangement of cord color
threads to provide for a greater frictional relationship when a portion of a person's anatomy or even the portion of a person's anatomy adjacent the strap is palmed. As will hereinafter
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